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Acrylic Roof System
A Sunspace Acrylic Roof is designed as a patio cover and a 
sunroom roof that will maintain high light transmission 
throughout the longevity of the product! Built Strong, it’s 
designed to offer protection from inclement weather and harmful 
UV rays, without blocking the natural light. Acrylic sheets are 
durable, 100% naturally UV stable and filter/soften harsh light. 
Sunspace Acrylic will retain 90% light transmission and clarity for 
30 years, we guarantee it!

Features & Benefits
Superior energy savings and heat control
Filters Harmful UV rays without blocking 
natural Light
Highest light transmission
Even light distribution
Proven hail protection
Patented condensate control
Heaviest and most rigid panels
Non-shattering safety glazing
Integrated extruded aluminum gutter system
Strong enough to hold fans, lights and plants
Engineerd to support heavy snowloads 
30 year warranty againist yellowing 

  SHEET                                     LIGHT               UV      HEAT
ACRYLIC    TRANSMITTANCE   TRANSMITTING     BLOCKING

CLEAR     85%    NO       15%
BRONZE     55%    NO       45%
SOLAR COOL WHITE   40%    NO       60%
HEATSTOP PEARL    50%    NO       75%

Clear Bronze Solar Cool White Heatstop Pearl

Acrylic Patio Cover - Shown on alternative supports

Hybrid Patio Cover Acrylic Patio Cover

Insulated Patio Cover



Hybrid Roof System

Insulated Roof System

Features & Benefits
Panels up to 24”
Panels are full 48” width
Availavble in 3” R-12, 4” R-16 & 6”R-24
Strong enough to hold Fan’s, Lights & Plants
Mono-slope or Gabled Roof
Skylights installed with ease
One piece gutter, (up to 22”), with matching 
facisa
Easy Installation
More Labor saving than previous methods
Aluminum Stucco colors - White, Driftwood & 
Bronze, (White panels are stock - color panels 
will result in longer lead times)

Whether you are considering installing a roof over your current deck 
or hoping to create a protected carport – at Sunspace, we have you 
covered! All Sunspace roof systems come in thicknesses of 3” R-12, 
4” R-16 and 6” R-24. How do you choose thickness? We look at your 
roof projection, snow load and R Value. All roof systems are durable 
with high density foam core with aluminum skins laminated on both 
sides or have an OSB exterior to accommodate standard shingles. 
Every roof system has an internal water trough system to channel 
away moisture and comes standard with worry free heavy duty 
extruded aluminum gutters and fascia.

Aluminum Colors

Insulated Panel Colors

The Hybrid Acrylic Roof & Patio Covers offer all of the features of 
our Standard Acrylic Roof Systems & Patio Cover combined with 
Solid, Thermal Insulated Roof Panels; allowing you more control 
over the sunlight in your Sunspace Sunroom.

Completely customizable with endless configuration options, the 
Hybrid Roof & Patio Cover let’s you decide how much sunlight to 
let in and where! Protect you family from harmful UV rays while 
enjoying the comfort of your indoor/outdoor living space worry 
free with a Roofing System from Sunspace.  



Our service has been ranked amongst the best in the industry since 1991, with thousands of very satisfied 
customers who now enjoy their homes even more. By approaching every project with professionalism, 

craftmanship, dependability and the highest levels of quality control, Sunspace and their Authorized Dealers 
ensure that your sunroom will be a worry free experience from start to finish.
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